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  Nature Mandala Art 
 
 

   Each one is ephemeral. Each one comes from nature.   
vtnaturemandala.com 



 

 

Nestled near the base of Central Vermont’s                  
Hardwood  Mountain, I stroll through the                     
forests and fields surrounding my home and 
herb gardens to forage: gathering flowers, 
seeds, leaves, stems and other plant materials 
to create nature mandalas. 
 
Mandala, a Sanskrit word for circle, is a                      
spiritual symbol that traditionally has been 
used to help focus attention and as an aid to 

meditation. For me, this ephemeral art is a meditation on really noticing the plants 
throughout the seasons, their exquisite details, and symmetry. 
 
I arrange the stunning colors, shapes and textures I find into                   
kaleidoscope like circular patterns inviting the viewer to                              
contemplate both the artistic arrangement and the finer                   
elements of these wild and cultivated plants. Each piece may        
last only a few hours or a few days. I select one photograph,                 
and then the mandala is cast into the winds with a meditation, 
intention, aspiration, or prayer. 
 
It brings me great joy to hear that this art inspires others to 
look a bit closer at the beauty in our world ... and                                 
perhaps, to even create a nature mandala too. 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Art Prints :: Cards :: Gifts 
 
 
 
 
 

MADE IN VERMONT  

     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Attention is the                     
doorway to gratitude, 
wonder and reciprocity.”                         

 
 
 

            ~  Robin Wall  Kimmerer 

 Follow new designs throughout the seasons on:                                 
Instagram and Facebook          

@ naturemandala .art  
Michelle Wallace :: Plainfield, VT 
Nature Mandala Art :: Vermont  
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Download  
Order Form 
on website! 
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Download Catalog & Order Form Online!  
vtnaturemandala.com/wholesale  
Password: ‘mandala” 
 

Email Orders to:  
mwallace.vt@gmail.com 
 

Minimum order: $150 
 

Payment terms : Net 30 
 

Shipping: Please allow approximately  
7-10 days for your order to be shipped.  
 

Printed in the USA on paper                                                                                           
from responsibly managed forests.  
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NATURE MANDALA ART  
SIGNATURE ITEM 

Oracle / Meditation Deck 
Over 3000 sold in just four years ! 4 



 

 

 

Choose one card each day.  
 

 

Pause and reflect on  

it’s meaning for you. 

 45 cards with beautiful images and                
inspirational messages to                          
contemplate and meditate upon.  

 Includes suggested meditation                  
practice.  

 Convenient size : 2.75” square.  

 Wholesale $8.00 each 

      #MED-DECK  
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MEDITATION  
DECK OF CARDS 



GREETING  

CARDS 



Peace 
#SP-0717 

Speak from the Heart 
#Spe-0618 

Heart Medicine 
#HM-0620 

Leadership 
#Lea-0718 

Begin Again 
#Beg-0519 

Reconnect 
#Rec-0817 

Trust the Process 
#Tru-1119 

Balance 
#Bal-0717 

Cleanse 
#Cle-0617 

Authentic 
#Aut-0617 

Connection 
#Conn-0618 

Gratitude 
#Grat-0917 

GREETING  CARDS               
 36 mandala designs to choose from!  
 Size A6 folded note card with standard 

white envelope (4.75”x 6.5”)  
 Blank inside. 
 Packaged for individual sale in clear                         

protective sleeves. 

 Wholesale $2.00 each      
      minimum 6  
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GREETING CARDS ... 

Surrender 
#Sur-0218 

Dance 
#Da-0620 

Pray 
#Pra-0620 

Opportunity within                   
Uncertainty #0pp-0620 

Connect with the Light 
#CwL-0817 

Harmony 
#Har-1017 

Take it Easy. Take it Slow.  
#Tak-0918 

Radiance 
#Ra-0617 

Hope 
#Hope-1120 

Safety 
#Saf-0820 

Innocence of  Wonder 
#Inn-0718 

Honor the Memory 
#Hon-0820 

Star 
#Star-0418 

Friendship 
#Fri-0917 

Generosity 
#Gen-0717 

Communication 
#Comm-1217 
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GREETING CARDS ... 

Centering 
#Cen-0718 

Intentions 
#Intent-1217 

Remember 
#Rem-1117 

Voluntary Simplicity 
#VS-0118 

Integrity 
#Int-0617 

Have a Good Attitude 
#Go-0518 

Courage 
#Cou-0917 

Spiral 
#Spiral-0718 

   

  

 

  

Follow new designs on  9 



BOX OF 
GREETING CARDS 





BOX OF  
GREETING  
CARDS 

Blue/Green #BOX-BG  

Earth Tones  #BOX-ET     Spiral Set       #BOX-SP  

SMALL ENCLOSURE 
CARDS 
 Folded enclosure                   

note cards and                                
envelopes measure              
3.25 inches square.  

 4 different variety                  
packs to choose from.               

 Each card is packaged                   
for individual sale in                     
clear protective sleeve.   

 Wholesale $6.00  
    6 cards @ $1.00 each 

Pink/Purple    #ENC-PP  Spiral Set         #ENC-SP 

Blue/Green      #ENC-BG  Earth Tones     #ENC-ET   

 Each set contains 6 different                              
mandala notecards shown here. 

 4 different sets to choose from. 
 Standard A6 folded note card                         

and envelopes.  
 Packaged in clear protective box.  

 Wholesale $9.25 each 
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Pink/Purple #BOX-PP  



SMALL 
ENCLOSURE 
CARDS 



MAGNETS 
 Birchwood Magnets! 
 Measures 2.5” x 2.5”  
 Each set contains 10 different magnets.                                         

Specific designs will vary with each order. 
 Magnets are assembled by hand. Image is printed 

on a waterproof label stock with a UV protective 
coating. 

 Extra strong 60 mil sturdy magnet.  
 Each magnet is packaged for individual          

sale in a clear protective sleeve.   

 Wholesale $22.50  #M-10  
     10 magnets @ $2.25 each 
      

STICKERS 
 Medium Sized Stickers.      
 Measures 2.65” x 2.65”.                             
 Each set contains 10 different stickers.                         

Specific designs will vary with each order. 
 Waterproof and Durable : Great for Water                  

Bottles, Helmets, Phone Cases, Laptops,                     
Notebooks, Car Bumpers, Skateboards,      
Ski, Snowboards, etc. 

 Each sticker is packaged for 
individual sale in a clear                 
protective sleeve.   

 Wholesale $15.00  #S-10    
    10 stickers @ $1.50 each 
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NOTEBOOKS 
 High quality soft cover                         

notebooks with thick inner pages. 
 Smooth double-sided writing. 
 Lined pages.  
 Specific designs and colors will 

vary with each order. 
 Each notebook is packaged for 

individual sale in a clear                                 
protective sleeve.   

 
2 DIFFERENT SIZES  
TO CHOOSE FROM. 
  

 Small Notebook: 3.5”x 5.5”  
    24 sheets / 48 pages. 
 

 Large Notebook: 5.5” x 8.5”                                     
48 sheets/96 pages.  

     
Wholesale $3.25 (small) #NB-SM  

Wholesale $6.25 (large) #NB-LG 
minimum 6   

15 
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CALENDAR 
Limited Edition 

 
 
 

LIMITED EDITIONS 
PRE-ORDER! 

 
 
 
 
 

(Delivered in early October) 

 

 Convenient, compact sized wall                 
calendar measures 6” x 6”.  

 Features 12 full-color nature                 
mandalas for each month. 

 Observes major holidays and                   
moon phases. 

 Packaged for individual sale                            
in a clear protective sleeve.   

 Calendar includes new designs                  
each year! 2021 Calendar                        
shown here.  

 Wholesale $6.50 #CAL-22 
     minimum 6 
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https://form.jotform.us/naturemandalavt/calendar


BOOKMARKS 
 

 Each set includes 8 delightful                     
mandala designs.  

 Printed on extra sturdy card stock. 
Includes a protective UV coating.              

 Standard size: 2.5" x 7".  
 Each bookmark includes information 

and an additional image of the                       
mandala on the back.  

 Bookmarks are intended to be sold        
individually. No packaging.   

 Wholesale $8.00   #BM-8  
     8 bookmarks @ $1.00 each 
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8”x 8” archival quality art print                 
includes a 12”x 12” standard white 

mat that is ready for framing. 
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ARCHIVAL                   
ART PRINTS  
 

 

 Printed on archival ‘Kodak                              
Professional Endura Premier Lustre’ 
paper. This professional printing is 
closely related to a Matte finish, but 
with a slight sheen 

 Prints are signed by artist and includes 
an artist statement/bio. 

 Choose from any mandala designs! 
 Packaged for individual sale                            

in a clear protective sleeve.   
 Wholesale $15.00   #ARTPRINT  
      minimum 3 
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NATURE MANDALA ART :: DISPLAY PACKAGES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Shipping of display units within New England included in list price.  
Additional shipping charges may apply for other states.  

Assembly required. Products shipped separately.           
 

DISPLAY PACKAGES 
Meditation Deck Stand :: 10 Decks 
8 decks +2 free decks + 1 free sample deck + display 
 Custom designed birch plywood stand                                                     

that fits on any counter or shelf.  
 The display cost is entirely offset by                                                                     

the inclusion of 2 free decks                                                                          
 

 Dimensions: 12”W x 7.25”H x 6”D                                                                                     

 Wholesale: $96.00  #DISP-MED-10 
     
 

New Custom 

Display  

Package! 

+ 1 additional                               
free sample deck                         
fastened on                       
a medal ring                                                              
for easy customer                      
viewing!                                                                                                        

+ 1 marketing tent card. The card sits                                                                                      
nicely on the shelf unit to accompany decks.                                                                                                      



DISPLAY  PACKAGES 
Floor Greeting Card Spinner :: 168 Cards 
138 cards +30 free cards + display  
 Includes 168 cards. (7 each of 24 designs) 
 The display cost is entirely offset by the inclusion of 

30 free cards of your choice ($120 retail value) 
 Material: Metal 
 Pocket dimensions: 4 7/8"W 
 Outside dimensions: 66"H x 23"Base 

 Wholesale: $396.00              #DISP-GC-168 
     

Countertop Greeting Card Spinner :: 144 Cards 
122 cards +22 free cards + display  
 Includes 144 cards. (6 each of 24 different designs) 
 The display cost is entirely offset by the inclusion of                                 

22 free cards of your choice ($88 retail value) 
 Material: Birch Wood and Acrylic 
 Pocket dimensions: 5"W x 8"H 
 Outside dimensions: 28"H x 13.5"W 

 Wholesale: $332.00               #DISP-GC-144 

Countertop Greeting Card Spinner :: 84 Cards 
62 cards +22 free cards + display  
 Includes 84 cards. (7 each of 12 different designs) 
 The display cost is entirely offset by the inclusion of                                 

22 free cards of your choice ($88 retail value) 
 Material: Birch Wood and Acrylic 
 Pocket dimensions: 5.75"W x 7.75"H 
 Outside dimensions: 25"H x 8"D 

 Wholesale: $212.00               #DISP-GC-84 

vtnaturemandala.com/wholesale 
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DISPLAY PACKAGES 
Countertop Spinner :: 120 Enclosure Cards  
85 cards +35 free cards + display 
 Includes 120 small enclosure cards.                                                                                       

(5 each of 24 different designs) 
 The display cost is entirely offset by the 

inclusion of 35 free cards                            
($70 retail value) 

 Material: Durable Acrylic. 
 Pocket dimensions: 4"W x 2"H 
 Outside dimensions: 22"H x 9.25”W 

 Wholesale: $155.00  #DISP-ENCL-120 

vtnaturemandala.com/wholesale 
 

Countertop Spinner :: 96 Enclosure Cards  
69 cards +27 free cards + display  
 Includes 96 small enclosure cards.                           
    (4 each of 24 different design) 
 The display cost is entirely offset by the                

inclusion of 27 free cards                            
($54 retail value) 

 Material: Durable Acrylic. 
 Pocket dimensions: 4"W x 2"H 
 Outside dimensions: 13"H x 5"W 

 Wholesale: $123.00   #DISP-ENCL-96 
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SEL 
BRANDED SIGNAGE INCLUDED  
WITH ALL DISPLAY PACKAGES 

20 pockets 

12 pockets 



DISPLAY PACKAGES 
Countertop Magnet Spinner :: 96 Magnets  
73 magnets +23 free magnets + display 
 Includes 96 magnets. (4 each of 24 designs)  
 The display cost is entirely offset by the inclusion 

of 23 free magnets ($103.50 retail value)                                                                
 Material: Birch Plywood and Acrylic 
 Pocket dimensions: 5.6"W x 1.1"D x 4.5"H 
 Outside dimensions: 15”H x 9.75”W 

 Wholesale: $267.75        #DISP-MAG-96 
     
 
 

Countertop Magnet Spinner :: 54 Magnets  
41 magnets +13 free magnets + display 
 Includes 54 magnets. (3 each of 18 different designs)  
 The display cost is entirely offset by the 

inclusion of 13 free magnets                     
($58.50 retail value)                                                               

 Double-sided countertop spinner display 
rack with acrylic trays.  

 Choose white metal or black metal.  
 Metal measures: 10"W x 14"H  
 Acrylic trays feature six slots each                               

measuring  3.4"W x 1.5"D x 2"H.  
 Overall dimensions are                                                              

16.25H x 10.75”W x 6.75”D. 

 Wholesale: $150.75      #DISP-MAG-54 
     

vtnaturemandala.com/wholesale 
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PRICE GUIDE  

TERMS 

 Meditation Decks    $8.00 
 Greeting Cards    $2.00 
 Box of Greeting Cards    $9.25 
 Enclosure Card Packs (6 cards) $6.00 
 Magnets (10 magnets)   $22.50 
 Stickers (10 stickers)   $15.00 
 Notebooks - Small    $3.25 
 Notebooks - Large   $6.25 
 Calendars     $6.50 
 Bookmarks (8 bookmarks)  $8.00 
 Archival Art Prints    $15.00  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

INQUIRES 
 
 
 
 

Michelle Wallace 
Nature Mandala Art :: VT 

(802) 454-1832 
mwallace.vt@gmail.com 

UPC CODES 
UPC codes are available on all items  
upon request. Please request when 
placing your order.   
  

CANCELLATIONS & RETURNS 
Cancellations or changes to your                  
order must be submitted by phone or 
email within 24 hours of placing the 
order. For returns or replacements of 
damaged or incorrectly shipped items, 
please email within 5 days of receipt. 
All merchandise must be returned                           
unopened & unused. 
 

ORDERING 
$150 minimum order.  
Download order form on website.   
 

PAYMENT 
Net 30 terms. Check preferred.  
Credit cards and PayPal accepted. 
 

SHIPPING 
Free shipping on orders over $300.  
Orders ship via USPS Priority. Shipping 
costs are calculated at the time of     
shipment. Please allow 7-10 days for 
shipping and an extra week for trade 
show orders. 

vtnaturemandala.com/wholesale 
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